Security as a Service

Cyber threats are evolving at lightning speed! Add in cloud, SaaS and IoT infrastructure, and the need for a robust cybersecurity plan becomes
quintessential. Unfortunately, very few organizations have the required resources to maintain and secure complex and expensive security
information and event management (SIEM) systems around the clock. This is where Futurism’s Eagle Eye can help.
Security Operations challenges
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Management of Numerous Security tools & Increasing number of Security alerts
Internal ineﬃciencies for advanced analytics & Threat detection
Competition for Skilled Analysts and Lack of Knowledge Transfer Between Analysts
Budget Constraints with Security Incidents Becoming More Costly
Cloud migrations impose new requirements on the SOC
Next-gen SOCs need an open, integrated security platform

This is Where Futurism’s “Security as a Service” comes into
the picture
Futurism’s “Security as a Service” solution delivered on Subscription
basis where Customer need not to invest in Platform, Hardware,
Licenses, Support Etc. Security as a Service delivers the combination of
best in breed security solutions and expert security staﬃng on a
subscription basis, resulting in a more cost-eﬀective solution for
addressing security needs than an organization can achieve on their
own. Security as a Service empowers organizations to outsource needed
security tasks – such as security monitoring, threat detection, and
remediation – to dedicated teams of external security experts that use
advanced security solutions, allowing internal IT and security teams
focus on core business needs.

Our strengths
1. Interoperability - Avoid vendor lock-in and have more exibility by
making sure that the solutions you choose have no interoperability
issues.

2. Low TCO - The total cost of ownership (TCO) is a good criterion in
choosing a provider. Our Subscription based models oﬀers the
exibility to client to avail various Value packs.

3. Technical Expertise – High level of technical expertise on various
Security technologies & tie up with global OEM’s oﬀer us edge over
competitors

4. Faster Provisioning – Very fast provisioning of services & scaling up
of oﬀering in short duration of time.

5. Global Footprint – Having oﬃces in USA, Europe, Middle East, APAC,
Australia leverage us to gain customer con dence

6. Customer Satisfaction – High level of SLA achievement, Flexible
licensing model, Technical Expertise, Management availability gain
us the great Customer satisfaction level

7. Process oriented Approach – SOP’s, Playbooks, ITIL process, MakerChecker model help us to avoid human errors thereby having low
incident environment

Key Bene ts
Why Futurism’s Security as a service?
1. Cost reduction - Futurism’s Security as a service avoids capital outlay

Web Security Gateway

and instead uses either a subscription or Pay-As-You-Go model to
reduce the total cost of ownership for your security platform.

2. Faster Threat response - Futurism’s Security as a service is available
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24*7*365 with advanced threat detection capabilities.

3. Increased Security – Futurism utilizes the latest security equipment
(both physical and virtual) and respond to security threats 24*7*365

Vulnerability Management
Endpoint Secure

4. Save time - Futurism greatly reduces the amount of time your staﬀ
are required to spend securing your network and providing ongoing
security updates and constant monitoring.

5. Scalability - When business requirements change, it’s important to

Network Security
Our Capabilities
1. Futurism’s “Eagle eye” which is a Security incident & Event management (SIEM) oﬀering
2. 24*7 Security operations (Threat detection, Incident handling, Advanced Analytics)
3. “Futurism Endpoint Secure” is Uni ed Endpoint Management (UEM) which caters to
Endpoints, IOT, Mobile devices security (covers Anti-Malware, Encryption, IAM,
Container)
4. Futurism’s Email Security (Anti-spam) which helps organization from Spam Emails,
Advanced persistent threat, Phishing Emails, Spoofed Emails, Zero-day threats Etc.

have exible technologies in place to support these shifts. With
Futurism’s Security as a Service, this process is as simple as updating
your subscription type. There’s no need for businesses to invest in
additional software licenses or server capacity.

6. A simpli ed and advanced security approach- Greater attack
speed and frequency, increased compliance requirements, and the
sheer number of security products that need to be managed are all
factors contributing to the complexity of the enterprise security
landscape. Futurism’s security-as-a-service delivers signi cant bene ts
regarding simplicity and improved access to advanced security
solutions.

7. Expertise – A team of highly experienced & certi ed Security
professional puts value add to Security posture of customer by
performing regular Risk Analysis, Threat modelling, User awareness
sessions

5. Futurism’s Web Security Gateway (Proxy & Content Filtering) which protects customer’s
network from Malicious Websites, rogue app threats, Malwares, Spywares with
additional features of Remote Filtering, SSL Inspection, Advanced threat protection
6. Futurism’s Vulnerability Assessment & Penetration testing (VAPT) program which oﬀers
comprehensive solutions on Vulnerability Scanning & reporting, Uni ed threat
assessment, External & Internal Penetration testing (Black Box, White Box, Gray Box)
7. Futurism’s Network Security which enable customer to business as usual with tools
such as Firewall, Intrusion prevention system (IPS), Web application Firewall (WAF)
Tools and services that help you manage network access and distribute, protect, and
monitor network services
8. Futurism’s IOT Security which deals with safeguarding connected devices and network
in Internet of things (IOT)
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